IRONIC DANCING ABSOLON IN THE MILLER'S TALE
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Given recent critical attention to Chaucer's comic mechanics and to the relationship between characterization and syntax, one should beware the poet's devoting three of twenty-five lines of suspended narration to Absolon the Dancer:

In twenty manere coude he trippe and daunce,
After the scole of Oxenforde tho,
And with his legges casten to and fro. (3328-30)

The statement seems straightforward until one remembers the ironic underpinnings of all Chaucerian description, and especially that which details Absolon's overall "perfuming," his pleasure in the ritual of hopeless passion rather than the "solas" of the bedchamber, and his self-image of elegant bourgeoiserie which places him in theory but not in practice far above the villagers. Explorations of Chaucer's range of irony account in large part for scholarly efforts to understand the significance of Absolon's hair, his profession, his various avocations, and his remarkable attire.

Indeed, one would expect such a clearly drawn character to have been studied from head to foot. Yet, as in the case of Peter Riga's effictio of his biblical namesake, attempts to explain Absolon's presentation fall off markedly from the knees downward. Although Chaucer's characterizations
are often said to leap out at the reader, the fact that the dancing Absolon literally does so — casting his legs to and fro — has occasioned little notice. The counterpoint of expectation and actuality in the criticism of these lines is emblematic of the kind of irony they illustrate because in its most mature form verbal irony demands an understanding or even an intimacy between the poet and the more perceptive of his audience. Ironies exist, therefore, in the gaps between what is expected and what is. Exposing the implications of Absolon's dancing bridges the gaps and allows entrance into the ranks of the more perceptive audience.

Chaucer's portrayal of Absolon as a small town dandy permits the expectation that his dancing be a "genteel accomplishment" — a social dance — albeit totally unimpressive to a young lady of Alisoun's spirit. But such an expectation withers under careful scrutiny. There is, indeed, evidence that the Provençal troubadours who escaped the Albigensian purge (ca. 1208) took refuge in various European courts where they were welcomed because of their songs and dances, and nowhere more so than in England whose kings had always been in close touch with Provence. Because of these entertainers, Round Dances or Branles, Farandoles, and Old Almains were well known in Britain by 1350. Their execution seems to have demanded the cooperation of all present and the dividing line for participation was not between peasantry and gentry but between old and young. As a result, dances were learned by the simple folk and could easily be transported from the manor house or castle hall to the village green. The Estampie, a development of the Branle, featuring one gentleman and one or two ladies, would seem admirably suited to the foppish and fastidious Absolon. Yet even if the carole, the roundel, the hay, and variations of each are added to the possible list of dances in Absolon's repertoire, no amount of scholarly chicanery can raise the number of these social dances to twenty.

When a case is made for defining "manere" as "steps" rather than "types" — and many a Branle, Farandole, and Estampie boasted that number of movements — there is still no possibility of relating any twenty-step dance to the Oxford environs. It is true that Sir Humphrey Gilbert's scheme for training the aristocracy at Oxford (ca. 1570) included a "dawncing schole" which was in existence for some time. The diary of the notorious Simon Forman, who was an undergraduate at Magdalen College in 1574, also mentions "daunceing scolles" as rather venerable collegiate institutions. Unfortunately, the earliest school that can be identified is the "daunsing
school" on the first floor of a house in Cornmarket, immediately outside the North Gate opposite St. Michael's. This was occupied in 1606 by John Rosseley, "musition," who, on the renewal of his lease by the City of Oxford in 1610, had to promise that "he would not daunse nor suffer any daunsing after tenne of the Clocke in the night nor before fyve of the clocke in the morning" -- sure grounds for lease-breaking even now. So "scole" must mean the "style" or "fashion" of Oxford where the only indigenous dances are those preserved under the title of "Cotswold morris," though they seem to have been in existence long before the term morris (originally "moorish") was adopted in England. The effetely-mannered Absolon, then, is proficient not in the stately Estampie but in the jigging, leaping, all-male folk dances common to the Spring-Summer festivals.

Bennett's contention that Absolon's performance would have been "florid" is undoubtedly correct and his further deduction that such dancing must have been the "townish counterpart to the academic schools of Absolon's rival" is what we should expect. Instead, such a conclusion leads to a second irony for, throughout Europe, scholars themselves indulged in dancing. The inception banquet in Paris regularly included dances and, while contemporary Bologna statutes forbade a rector to "dance or make dance with trumpets or without" for a whole month after his inauguration, presumably thereafter this type of recreation was not proscribed. Fifteenth-century agreements between town and gown at Basel and Avignon provide that student dances "qui fuerint in festis de universitate" should not be permitted in public. Rashdall infers that dancing was a favorite amusement with fourteenth-century English students from the fact that even in New College, which was jealously guarded against female intrusion, William of Wykeham found it necessary, for the protection of the sculpture in the Chapel reredos, to make a statute against dancing or jumping in the Chapel or in the adjoining hall. New College also prohibited all struggling, chorusing, dancing, leaping, singing, shouting, tumult, and inordinate noise, the pouring forth of water, beer, and other liquids, and boisterous games in the hall on the grounds that they were likely to disturb the occupants of the Chaplain's chamber below. A moderate indulgence in the more harmless of these pastimes in other places -- and surely dancing can be included here -- seems to have been permitted. So the "town's" Absolon, who seems to rival the "gown's" Nicolas in almost every way, is in his dancing more like than different.
A third irony can be discerned in Chaucer's care to identify Absolon as a parish clerk; one would expect from this that his dancing would at least be not inimical to his ecclesiastical position. Doubtless, the word "dance" had occasioned very contradictory behaviour patterns. Dances were consistently held at court, in the manor houses, at church wakes and saints' festivals at the same time that this amusement was pilloried by both continental and English churchmen: Etienne de Bourbon, Jacques de Vitry, Thomas Cantimpratanus, Berthold de Ratisbon, Johan Geiler, Robert Mannyng of Brunne, and William of Pagula, to name the more conspicuous. A closer look at their proscriptions, however, focuses these condemnations on a special kind of dancing. Robert Mannyng clearly explained the context in which this dancing is intolerable:

Daunces, karols, somour games
Of many swych come many shames
When thou stodyst to make these
Thou art solde yn Goddys servyse
And that synnen yn swych thurght the
For hem thou shalt a-coupede be.

The proximity of Mannyng's infamous dances to "karols" -- derived from the primitive linked chain -- and to "somour games" indicates that he does not refer to the social dances of the Troubadours but to another etymologically defensible signification for the word. Although folklore's argument is by analogy and reaches conclusions that are necessarily tentative, such dancing seems to originate in a primitive cult of the army of the dead, moving and raging in ritualistic ecstasy. It is quite possible that costume elements such as bells, ribbons, feathers, along with efforts at disguise like blackened faces and animal masks (many of which characterize the dancers in mediaeval manuscript illuminations and margins) were at first the trappings of dead ancestors and only later were associated with seasonal festivals designed to promote fertility. The evolution from pagan religious ritual to folk custom obviously took centuries; it was not satisfactorily completed by the thirteenth century when Robert Grosseteste and Walter de Chanteloup tried to suppress the May Games and Whitsun Ales whose respectability was doubtful. These summer ceremonies, celebrated by a whole village for the benefit of everybody's crops and herds, included a Young Men's Dance (probably processional in character) whose movements
responded to a musical rhythm while its handkerchiefs, clothing, and other paraphernalia represented the immaterial or spiritual side of man and nature shared alike by the living and the dead.\(^{27}\) No doubt the original purpose of quickening Nature -- quickened itself by fermented spirits -- found outlet in other activities which merited churchly condemnation.

But folk custom rooted in pre-Christian ritual is difficult to dislodge and the mediaeval church frequently came to terms with the enemy. The Franciscan author of *Dives and Pauper* took the liberal view,\(^{28}\) and, in organizing processions for its great new feast of Corpus Christi in 1264, the Church resignedly admitted these originally heathen dances to her sacred rites. The *Hours* of Juvenal des Ursines show the procession of the host on Corpus Christi Day surrounded by clerks of the brotherhood wearing wreaths on their heads;\(^{29}\) similar headgear -- also the trappings of the Young Men's Dance -- seems to have been customary at English celebrations of the Feast, even to being willed from one Corpus Christi Guild member to another.\(^{30}\)

Nevertheless, the marriage of pagan custom and Christian ritual was not always a happy one; there are numerous prohibitions of dancing in churchyards in England, and the Chancellor of the University of Oxford in 1250 or thereabouts, "under pain of the greater excommunication," forbade alike in churches or in the streets "all dancing in masks or with disorderly noises and all processions of men wearing wreaths or garlands made of leaves or trees or flowers or what not."\(^{31}\)

In 1306, however, there was an obvious breach of the edict, resulting in the demise of Gilbert de Foxlee, when the Oxford Tailor's Guild held a St. John's Eve wake in their shops:

as the use and custom is to do there . . . And after midnight, finding that no man was wandering there in the streets, they went forth from their shops and others with them an held their dances in the High Street in the face of Cloth Hall; and as they thus played, there came the aforesaid Gilbert [who] began to contend with them, purposing . . . to break up that dance.\(^{32}\)

The inquest into this disastrous behaviour provides us with some important information: the adventure occurs only after midnight when the town was deserted; the time of the year is June; the deposition mentions a group of dances obviously known to all. We can also be reasonably sure that the "tailors of Oxford" were not a dual-sex organization.\(^{33}\) Given Gilbert
de Foxlee's outrage, it would not seem that these dances were even tolerated in the medieval city of Chaucer's fabliau. The tailors would have fared better if they had saved their dancing for the Whitsun and/or Lamb ales which dotted the Oxford countryside on several June Mondays and which were remarkable for their antiquity when Blount described them in 1679. Moreover, one can surmise that Absolon, who disported with his Oseney comrades on a Monday, was well aware of the climate of opinion against such celebrations in the churchly atmosphere of Oxford town. Thus by investigating ecclesial attitude we again watch the dancing Absolon execute an ironic twist.

A last, delightful set of ironies may be connected with variations in the performances permitted in the Young Men's Dances; that they could be solo or group is an option still preserved in the treasured traditions of the Cotswold morris. Solo parts eventually produced two standard characterizations: that of the Fool and that of the Man-Woman. The Fool may originally have been part of an initiation rite, that is, the antics he performs could have symbolized first the death of childhood and the birth of manhood and man, and only later have been confused with the killing and reviving of the spirit of fertility. According to the illuminators of the thirteenth century, the Fool appeared a wretched idiot and even when he was refurbished in fourteenth-century miniatures, the improvements added but little to his respectability or respect. The Man-Woman, that common symbol of fertility, survived splendidly in English morris as the Maid Marian. One would expect, then, that Absolon's participation in these Young Men's Dances would give him an excellent opportunity to display his "lightnesse" and his beautiful shoes, but since Chaucer abstains from detailing the exact nature of his "disporting" one can theorize, first, that the clerk's preceding and subsequent exploits in the tale identify him as a likely candidate for the Fool's part; second, that his lengthy hair and rather questionable masculinity make him a worthy nominee for the Man-Woman role; and third, that whether or not he could be identified as Fool or Man-Woman, his characterization casts doubt on his masculinity and/or sexual adequacy at the same time that it features his participation in dances which rejoiced over and encouraged both the incidence of fertility and the propagation of the species. Obviously, at every turn in these three lines, expectation and actuality underlie a mature and subtle irony. From an informed vantage point, Chaucer's seemingly irrelevant comment yields a rich, ironic harvest.
The ultimate question, however one defines "manere," involves the number twenty. Actually the most active and long-lived morris troupes in the Oxford area (Headington Quarry and Bampton) both have preserved a body of customary dances that number about twenty. Composed of set-dances (stick, reel, handkerchief, or corner) and jigs, the repertoires when collected by Cecil Sharp and Herbert Macilwaine were considered of venerable age, even if individual dances were sometimes put to tunes with modern names. One of the oldest of these dances is called "trunkoles," "trunkles," or "trunkhose" and now identifies a corner dance; its earliest orthographical form, "trunkles," if derived from the later Latin truncus, may well have heralded the Fool. In line with its curious name, the melody for this dance has little of what might be called modern tonality; William Kimber, the grand old man of English morris, termed it simply "ancient." Both reputable tradition and contemporary practice indicate that trunkles has 20 steps. Chaucer's notation, then, while it could refer to a whole group of Young Men's Dances, probably specifies a single one -- processional rather than combative in nature -- which celebrated in twenty steps the return of fertility to the earth. A protoform of the morris, this dance may have been a trunkles.
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